Tiny christmas elf
Tiny christmas elf

Stencil

- pointed hat
- face
- body
- arms
- legs
- feet
Fill in the stencils.
It is important to use PLA; some pieces are going to be shaped with hot air!
Doodle up the legs until you have created some volume.

Now you’ll net your hair-dryer!
Heat the hat and the body of the elf until it is soft again; now bend it smoothly into shape.

Take the four leg parts and “glue” them together with plastic to create two round legs.

Assemble legs and body by doodling the legs together first and connect them to the bottom of the body afterwards.

Add the feet by doodling a dot onto each of the legs and pressing the feet against the plastic dot as long as it’s still hot.
Set the face into the body and doodle some plastic from the back to connect the pieces invisibly.

Add the cap by doodling the white „fur“ decoration around the heat, carefully connecting body, face and hat while doing so.

At last, add the arms, using the plastic like „glue“ again.

It's cold at the North Pole! Give the elf its scarf ;)

Now your elf is ready to help you with every task you'll assign it to! ;)
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